Pre-kindergarten:

As of 10/31 Unaudited register:
# students in a FD program at a PKC or district school – 29,737
# of students in a FD program at a NYCEEC – 33,070
# of students in a HD program – 1,818

FD total – 62,807

# FD classes at a PKC or district school – 1,889
# FD classes NYCEECs – 2,256

Please note: 10/31 date used by the DOE is mid-process. Audited register numbers will be available in late January/Early February and will reflect a larger and more accurate number of enrollments.

3K:

# students in a full day program – 824
# students in a half day program – 0

Footnote – there are over 700 seats provided by ACS for three year olds in districts 7 and 23.